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About This Game

Rewrite history as you take control of the brutal Vikings, the devious Aztecs or the crafty Chinese in their global quest to win
the favour of the Gods!

Swords & Soldiers is a side-scrolling strategy game that lets you control an entire army and lets you wield devastating magical
abilities. Demolish your enemy’s castle at the end of these two-dimensional battlefields and lead your troops to victory!

Featuring:

Hours of single-player campaign gameplay.

Challenging skirmishes and frantic multiplayer matches that let you take the fight to your friends!

Several compelling challenge modes to unlock that will test your abilities to their limits in a bid for that one glorious
high score!
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Its not a game. Its a psycopath that made this thing. this is the worst crap you can get from internet. dont buy it. Not even wort
playing, even if its free. Got my money stole from this.. Eh, I like the art style and the concept, plus I'm getting intense Fran
Bow/Broken Age/Bulb Boy vibes, It's just really clitchy. And the conroles are bad, WASD, exept W and SPACE don't work so
you have to use the arrow keys. And the checkpoints could be better.

As I said, I REALLY like the concept and it has potential to be a great game, just not at the moment. :/. A one-dimensional
game in every sense of the word.. This game, this game is still boss. Add a load of tracks from around the world, car mods, skin
mods from various web sites, and you're away. I still love this game, I ended up buying it twice. This is the only game I've had
over 100 cars all racing on the same track, brilliant.

This is not an arcade driving game, this is more sim, more like had you actaully have to drive a race car. It isnt full throttle never
letting go of power like nfs or grid.

You do need to set a dead zone on your pad steering!

You do need to search for the fix for the greyed out cars. It's in several reviews!

9.6/10. Enjoyed playing through doing diffrent stuff in diffrent ways. Never surrender!
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Pretty average turn-based dungeon crawler RPG. There are a few features like controlling the characters' sanity, job changing,
and blood crystals that give it a different feel. It has a very basic affinity system that creates a few interactions between the
characters. If you like the art or are into turnbased RPG games, this game is for you.. You can also find it under Steam's 'music'
tab.. Very well done remastering of the original cult classic.

Faithful at the core - but full of many nice newly enhanced touch ups.

Features great looking HD sprites with touched up animations for the original characters and some of the enemies/bosses. A
newly enhanced and remixed soundtrack - along with the option to select the original sound.

Two brand new characters with their own unique mechanics. One allows for movement while locked on to enemies, the other
chucks dynamite sticks and can lasso multiple enemies. Newly added stages, including new bosses that fit well with the original
theme of the game.

Unlike the original you can now continue from a stage select screen instead of the old way. Which forced one back to the first
stage when running out of continues. Which is obviously a nice change to have implented.

It honestly conjures up what you would have imagined Wild Guns could have been like had it been released in the arcade of it's
era.

I believe this was orginally released on PS4 back in 2016. This port is pretty much the exact type of treatment that you'd want to
see given to a classic title like Wild Guns. It certainly feels like the definitive version to own.

Very fun and challenging even on easy and normal. As someone who was very fond of the original game. I'd well recommend
this to the classic hardcore fans and new comers alike. Solid job done by Natsume-Atari.. Cosmic surger is an ♥♥♥♥♥♥ic trip
through the multiverse as a God with control of all creation. AMAZING!!!!!. Marry me Aida!

Marshal is a whinger... not a very likeable protagonist but he has his moments.

Cool weapons, stunning graphics for the time.

The ending is a bit of an abrupt let down... probably the reason we never got Unreal 3, quite a shame.

Still I had fun drooling at Aida's fine b__bs. This is a game that treats you like an adult.

Little Red Lie has such good writing that making a review is an impossible written task in comparison. Explaining LRL in
writing is like me trying to sing you an example of what makes Freddie Mercury's voice so good. I can't, even. And the
narrative, in execution as well as content, reminds you so refreshingly what Good Writing is that you end up possessed with
phantom of literary mimicry. Like, I want so bad to write a review in the style of LRL to not only explain what makes the game
so good, but show it. But nope. Sorry.

What matters is what the game is, and why you should play it. I'll just bullet some of the basics.

WHAT TO EXPECT:
- A word feast, first and foremost
- Broad, real commentary on real subjects (both deep and shallow, all treated with reverence and respect)
- Does exactly what it intends to do, never letting itself down
- Low exploration, light interactivity, no skill-based play (sorry, kids)
- Looming threats of ♥♥♥♥ing poverty (sorry, kids)
- Full narrative that doesn't miss a beat
- Relatable characters, in the best and worst ways

HOW YOU PLAY:
- Read
- Be depressed
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- Be inspired

My suggestion is that the next time you feel like you want to read a good book, or have games touch you in a real, intelligent
way, or experience a dark drama piece (or any combo!) you should consider diving into this. And even if the narrative itself
doesn't resonate with you, support this type of development. Games need more of this.. I initially picked this up as a way to
tempt a player with the promise of unknown powers. I know that it was effective in creating a lot of interest and gaining a spell
not commonly available turned out to be one of those rewards that make your players feel a bit more unique and special (if not
more powerful).

New spells can easily be added in as a reward for any of your spell casters, making the discovery of tomes and scrolls once again
of great interest. Finally, you could equip enemy casters with an array of unexpects spells, or use these to help fill in the void
when building a caster that uses a particular flavor of spells.

All in all, it is well written, has a great deal of content, and I have already found it to be very handy indeed - highly
recommended.. \u0414\u043b\u044f \u0442\u0435\u0445 \u043a\u0442\u043e \u0448\u0430\u0440\u0438\u0442
\u0437\u0430 \u0444\u0440\u0438\u043a\u043e\u0432 \u0432 \u0441\u0435\u0442\u0438
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